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About This Game

As Sam McRae, last surviving member of the “Titan Hauler” crew, you must hack and blast your way through an onslaught of
truly bad 'bots to find a way to prevent a potential planet-destroying catastrophe. The mystery of what happened to everyone

while you were in cryostasis unfolds around you as you wade through the bodies of your fallen shipmates, unloading round after
round into your relentless automaton attackers.

Explore 170 danger-filled rooms throughout the ship including the Evacuation Bay, Mechanical Shafts and Robot
Workshops while the rich sci-fi story unfolds in the Campaign Mode.

Engage in combat against more than 2000 deranged robots comprised of several unique types, all programmed to kill
you.

Face off against 7 deadly bosses, each with distinctive attacks including the fire spewing Flamebot, electrified Orbs, the
lethal grip of the Spider and Jack Hammer’s brutal pistons

Defend yourself with 8 robot bustin' weapons including your trusty Axe, Rifle, Shotgun, explosive Grenade Launcher,
Pulsar Gun and more.

Try to survive 60 seconds against an endless onslaught of especially persistent and cranky gun-toting, knife wielding
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robots in 3 unique rooms in Challenge Mode.

Earn 14 challenging Achievements including “Run Amok,” “Top Dog” and “Reaper’s Friend.”

Enjoy full Controller and Steam Big Picture support so you can partake in all the ‘bot slayin’ goodness from the comforts
of your couch.

Award-winning indie developer Vanni del Moral (Point Five Projects) has crafted an intense experience that pays homage to his
gaming roots. Bad Bots is filled with 2D run-and-gun excitement coated in a bold visual style set in a large open space craft. Put

your mettle to the metal in Bad Bots for both PC and Mac!
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Title: Bad Bots
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Point Five Projects
Publisher:
Digital Tribe
Release Date: 17 May, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP, Vista, 7 or 8

Processor:Intel Core 2 Duo 1.6 GHZ

Memory:1 GB RAM

Graphics:256MB memory 800x600 16-bit Color

DirectX®:9.0

Hard Drive:50 MB HD space

Sound:DirectX 9 compatible or above

English
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Elves Adventure is a game that I can't recommend because:
- it's not worth the money
- it has lots of bugs
- it is too short
- graphics are poor
- it has long loading time
- the performance is horrible
- it has lack of context
- it is unplayable
- it is boring
- it looks more like an unfinished game
- the only good reason to install this game is for the trading cards. It's an alright game, pretty casual friendly since it doesn't
really punish you for dying, so you can keep going even if you're really bad at the game, it also respawns you right where you
died.

Looks and sounds pretty good, gameplay is fun alright, story mode has a ton of text to read for a shmup game, so that's an extra
if you like it.

If you want punishment look somewhere else, this is not your 3 lives or GTFO shmup.

Still a recommend to get during a sale, it's a good enough game to spend 1 or 2 dollars on if you like shmups.. Extremely easy
levels are mixed with some super hard ones; game sometimes requires precision hardly achievable due to problems with moving
the elements ever so slighthly. Would recommend to someone that doesn't care about beating all the levels and wants to relax for
a while. Soundtrack's good though. 6/10. A must for all fans of roman antiquity, like myself.
I've read countless books on roman history, and also on the history of the city of Rome itself. The simulation is set in Rome of
the year 320 AD, when Rome had reached its zenith with regard to buildings. At that time, it was basically become complete,
and had all the buildings we know today. Maxentius and Constantine added the last buildings during that time. Not long
afterwards, 100 years later, the decline began, and all those wonderful monuments were lost.

But fortunately we can now experience them in VR!

Ok, the simulation has some technical issues, I'd say that it is quite hardware intensive for one. Everything runs smoothly on my
rig, except for this game on highest settings. And the graphics could be better.
But honestly, I don't care so much, because walking around, exploring, reading about the history of the different buildings,
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marvelling at the sheer size of them, is just an impressive experience, so that I forget the technical issues.

I can absolutely recommend this game to any fan of Rome or roman history.. Same as part 1. Don't unless you liked that one..
Interesting and engaging..  Dad Goku is  Stronk EVERYTHING.

  Also,  I LOVE Bardock's Theme btw . I really like this route addon. I have had lots of fun with it. It may only be small
but its great for doing short scenarios :)
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Review changed on August 15th, 2017:

I am switching my review from negative to positive. The devs have listened to a lot of user feedback and have improved the
game in pretty big ways.

The locomotion option to use controller instead of HMD direction was added which was a huge deal for me. The maps were
altered, better balanced, new enemies and weapons were introduced. The game became more of a challenge and as a result a lot
more fun. The price was also reduced.

I think now Vindicta is a single player shooter worth buying. Good job devs on listening to the community.. Fun Hidden Object
game, good puzzles and a good time killer. 7/10

Thanks for your time :), and Game On!. Another loveble puzzle game, peacefull, easygoing and quite imersive to rest after
chores or work.. I'm only in chapter I of the game, but what I've seen so far, I liked astonishingly. I'm more of a fantasy fan as
strategy fan, and I'm not so much into Total War - don't like too much of strategy map micromanagement.

That said, this game is quite right for me: Don't command too many armies at once (1, and I've read later 3 at max) plus a bit of
diplomacy and building (s well as Hero/Troop micromanagement) is quite enough for my taste.
As a newbie, I messed up my first battle a bit, but since in normal (there would be also casual) difficulty the enemy troops are
much weaker than comparable troops of mine, after that battles seemed too easy.

I didn't experience performance issues or bugs yet and played at "graphics: very high" @ dual core 3,2 GHz and Radeon R 7 200
series - no high-end machine.

Update starting Chapter III: I still like the game - plus still no bugs -, but the whole story seems a bit less imaginative and
creative than King Arthur I. Still recommend this, liked KA1 more though. Apart from some enemy armies (e.g. one army with
many flying units, which I have to adapt to), battles are still very easy in normal. Micromanagement is a bit too much, but
luckily much is not really necessary to do if you don't want to.. Suprisingly fun. Don't go into it expecting anything
groundbreaking, especially in the way of graphics. If you can see past the fault of small games like this you can have a lot of fun
with it. I got it for $.50, 90% off. I wouldn't recommend getting it unless it's on sale.. 0K game. Gives you what you expect
without shining at any aspect, but without sucking also. Its one of those games that needs a review between negative or positive.
But since there is none, for sure deserves a positive much more than a negative.. This is a LAN party sorta game. You definitely
need to play with new players and with friends.
Otherwise, there is no real depth, and with the current player base, it wasn't that fun. Still.. I can appriciate that it COULD be
fun with enough people. Also.. as an FPS, there wasn't much in choices. Very meh.
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